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Spider (A Fanciful Tale)
By John Will
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Untold numbers of individuals have gone to their graves unknown
or neglected. For the repose of their souls no prayers or loving
friends shall ever ascend to the throne of God; for them no Requim
shall ever be sung. It is the lament of the suffering souls to which
we should now hearken, for they appeal to us to ease their pangs and

During life and on their

death-bed we promised and gave assurance by our bitter tears and
frequent grief that our memory of them would be everlasting. Have
years erased them from our memories or cooled the warmth of that
boasted affection? Will we desert them now when most they need us?
We are occupied with the cares of this world and bent on winning
its treasures; we are surrounded on all sides by its many distractions
and we are apt to forget our little duties to the departed. We are inclined to neglect prayers and sacrifices which would bring them
un-

utterable joy.

When we strive to further the interests of the departed souls, we

are that much further on the road to sanctity.

We may, by our ex-

amplary conduct, insure ourselves a return of these same favors from
those who will emulate our example, and who will cherish our memories when we have been consigned to the tomb to await the hour of
final reckoning. During these few days which have been set aside in
a special manner to the suffering souls, we should renew our fervor,
quicken our love for the souls in Purgatory. There is no better means
of contributing to God’s glory. Nor, can we better insure our own
salvation, for, in releasing one soul we rejoice the great heart of God

and secure for ourselves an advocate in that dread hour when we, too,
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must render an account of our stewardship.
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We have often heard the words “Nothing defiled can enter Heaven”
,
and it is during this month of November that we should give heed
to
these words, especially in our devotion to the departed souls.
We
believe that it is almost impossible for the most virtuous souls to leave
this world without the stain of the lesser blemishes and hence this
debt must still be paid by suffering in the next world. It is this state
of suffering that we call Purgatory.
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Che Holy Souls

shorten the days of their imprisonment.
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Spider—a Fanciful Tale
By John Will
HERE was no reason for it.

Hie was peace-

fully crawling across the porch—had just
crossed the line where sunshine met shadow—when suddenly death dropped on him from
the air in the shape of my port-folio four inches by
twelve. Poor spider! And poor me, to have caused
so useless a death.
I repeat, there was no reason for it. Insects I do
not mind, so long as they stay away from my neck.
Noisiness I abhor, but he was not making a sound.

I admire industry, and surely he was industrious.
Busy-bodies I detest, but he was bothering no one.
Big, pompous people are a pain to me, but how simple and unassuming he was. From all angles, there
was no excuse for it, and as I sit here writing this,

and thinking it out, I see more plainly each minute
that it was just simply a whim of mine, when I
dropped my portfolio on him to see what would
happen, and a poor silly whim at that. It is just
such impulses in the minds of the great war lords
that send millions to destruction uselessly.
So the poor spider lay broken and dead, mashed
flat by a great mortal (to him), who suddenly decided to have a little fun at his expense. What a
useful life he might have led. Perhaps he was a
shining light in his little community. At least,
judging from his industry, he made a good father
to his family.

they dwindled to a mere half-inch. And then I knew.
For my charity of thought and grief at the desolation I had caused, I was to be given a chance to
atone. My heart sank at first at the utter absurdity
of the idea—restitution to a spider—but next it
leaped in joy, and I breathed a prayer of thanks to

the Great Plan of the Almighty. With wonder I
felt myself drawing inward at all parts until there
remained a new being, a tiny creature one inch in
height that still answered to my name. Eagerly I
stretched my microscopic body, proudly tested my
miniature muscles.

But now I must be careful, for any sudden puff
of air might sweep me away.

I must get to the

stricken family by all means.

So, watching my

chance, I slipped out from behind the rocker of the
big chair in which I had been sitting prior to my
metamorphosis, and dashed across the open space
to the shelter of the door mat.

Standing on tiptoe,

I was just able to look over it and see the vast expanse of door looming to the ceiling of the porch.
Midway was the doorknob. I laughed—impossible
to reach it now.

Then I slipped out into the shadow where the
crushed spider lay. How large he appeared from
my changed viewpoint. Cautiously I approached,
and well that I did, for, as his dying eyes fixed on

I shuddered at the thought of the

me, by some mysterious sense, he guessed who I

great grief, the woeful loss caused his loved ones
by my ruthless deed.
If I could but repay the loss to them! Had I but
one chance for atonement! And suddenly I felt a

was and a hatred flared up in those baleful orbs
that caused me to draw back in fear. But it was
soon over. With a last fiery look at me, he gave
forth a horrid choking sound and expired. 1 drew

His family!

mysterious tightening in all parts of my body.
Amazed, I gazed at my fingers, slowly shrinking till

they became tiny hairs in size, gazed at my arms as

nearer to examine him more closely and to ascertain
whether any marks of identification might guide
my repentant footsteps to the proper place. There

8
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were none.
countenance
mind, I drew
was I to find

So with a last glance at his stricken
to fix the family resemblance in my
erect and considered my plight. How
the widow and her little ones?

Quickly I knew. Leading off into the bright sunlight were his footprints, set in the fine dust of the
porch. Eagerly I started off on the trail. Soon I
reached the wooden column supporting the corner
of the porch roof and peered over the edge of the
cement to the waving grass tops far below. As I[
pondered this new situation, a sudden crackling
sound drew my attention to the rear and I saw with
fright a dozen or so large fierce-looking ants rush-

ing at me from out of a hole in the base of the
column. With a courage born of my desperate
plight, I swung myself over the ledge and began a
perilous journey down the sheer face of the precipice. Hanging by all fours to every nook and
cranny in the cement I worked my way down. Fearfully I looked upward to the ledge I had quitted in
the nick of time, where those ferocious ants glared
down at me and gnashed their mandibles in the
rage of disappointment. Once a bit of cement to
which I was holding, crumbled in my grasp and I
lost my head for one awful moment, but my luck
held and my clutching fingers again found a hold.
I reached the bottom scratched and weary, and

there again the footprints awaited me.
All about, stretched the tall grass bending in the
breeze and seeming to clutch at me with eager fin-

gers. The tracks led off into this waving forest of
grass and I realized then what awaited me. Great
black crickets to devour me, myriads of those terrible ants, great crawling dragons,—the caterpillars,
—all these infested that great forest. My heart sank,
and for one cowardly moment I regretted the miracle that had given me my chance. I noticed that
my body began to swell again, so, rather than lose
my chance I summoned my courage and boldly
struck out into the gloomy depths.
The trail led on. Another large ant appeared before me, rearing up on his hind quarters. I grabbed
up a club,—a club it seemed to me, though only
a sliver—and swept him aside. An angle worm
stretched across my path; I leaped his slimy back.

A moth darkened the sunlight above but I avoided
him easily; moths cannot see.

New beauties appeared on every side.

by their footsteps. I saw an ant hill suddenly loom
up through the grass, and, looking around, found its
busy workers all about me. Noting the direction in
which the footsteps here tended, I made a wide circle to avoid the little community. To be devoured
alive is not a pleasant prospect even though I might
have been treated to a glimpse of the hidden intricacies of their ant hill before I died. I resumed
the trail and took up my reflections. Would I be
able to see the bereaved family? What could I do
to recompense them? Perhaps I could—

A horrid growling sound made my blood curdle.
There crouched before me lay an immense caterpillar. Slowly swinging his head from side to side,
he came toward me. I shrank back in fear and as
I retreated, my foot caught on a minute pebble and
I went down. As I fell I had a vague glimpse of
something huge and ugly over me, and I closed my
eyes. The next moment I cried out in fierce joy
for in falling my outstretched hand had encountered
something hard and smooth lying on the ground. A
tiny pin it was which had probably unloosed itself
from some little lassie’s petticoat. I drew it to me
and using it as a pike, ran the dragon through.
Looking at the fallen monster I praised my luck,
which had held so true, and wiped the sweat from
my brow.

Then I went on, taking my weapon with me in
case of further emergency. ‘The trail led to the base
of a towering stalk of sunflower. Away above I
could see a web in one of the flowers. At last I had
attained the object of my search. Grasping the stalk
I tied a piece of string which I found, about my
body and the stalk, and went up on all fours as the
black natives do in the Marquises Islands.
I stood at the threshold of the spiderial dwelling.
The big black spider within looked at me with brilliant eyes and then made for me. Alarmed at its
threatening aspect, I backed up, the while I tried to
tell her what I had done to her mate and how sorry
I was about it. It made no difference; she kept on
coming at me and already there was shining in her
eyes the lust to kill and devour. No doubt I would
be a welcome change from her diet of flies. I realized that I could not make her understand; I did

not know her language. ‘Then it dawned on me.
This then was to be my restitution. After all the

Little

perils and anxieties I had gone through I was not

shoots and buds just appearing from the broad

in the end to have the satisfaction of making
amends for my misdeed. My soul grew bitter and

bosom of the earth I saw, which mortal eye never
beholds. Little grains of sand showed all their
miniature beauties to my now appreciative eye.
How they sparkled and danced!

I noticed where

the spider had stopped to chat with a neighbor on
his way to the fatal porch.

Evidently they had had

an argument, for the ground was much disturbed

I cursed all spiders, but as I made my way down

the stalk again I saw how foolish that was; she
could not be blamed. Since she did not understand

what I was saying, it was perfectly natural for her
to act as she did.

But what a shame that I could

not make my atonement.

Perhaps as a normal hu-

e
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man being again I might be able to do her some
good.
Actuated by this charitable thought my
body sprang to its normal five feet, ten once more,
and I was back where I had started.
To this day my friends wonder why it is that I
am so often seen feeding flies to a certain spider
web, and why it is that I will go out of my path to

avoid crushing a spider or any other insect. But
you, dear reader, for whose benefit I have told this
storv, will know, and whenever you notice me acting thus queerly, I ask you to remember it and to
bear with me, for it is the restitution that I am making, and that I hope some day to have paid.

Rainy Day —
By John Will
Clad in colors drab and dull
I come; I am the Rainy Day;

My gray old hair droops lifelessly,
And from it drips away
The rain.that wraps the mortals ’round
Grumbling down there.on the ground.
My face no one has ever seen
"Tis well that it be so,
For it is just one vivid scar—
A death, no one should know;

And I weep, because it wears a mien
So sad, and it can ne’er be seen.
Vain longings have I for the Sun,
For I sorely love his genial face;
Alas, the gulf between us stretches wide,
That age-washed width ‘twixt race and race,
For he’s of brightness, joy and humor,
And I’m of gloom and sinister rumor.
Do you wonder, mortal, that I sigh,
That I vex you often with my tears?
This dismal air and downcast sky
Are but my grief, my still-born fears.
Pity, mortal! For you, but not for Rainy Day,
The morrow’s sun will shine full gay.

10
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There 1s a Difference!
By Howard L. Hartman

EBSTER defines “Hobo” as “one who
WV

spends his life traveling from place to
place, especially by stealing rides from
trains and begging for a living.”
At a recent meeting of the International Welfare
Association, a protest was registered against a play
in which hobos figured, on the ground that it did
“not depict hobo life, but the life of tramps and
bums.” And the following definitions were agreed
on at the meeting: “Hobos” are traveling workers,
“tramps” are traveling shirkers, while “bums” are
stationary shirkers.
Although this new distinction will seem quite
humorous to some people, it is nevertheless justifiable.
“Bums” can be found in every city. They never
work, and they never leave town, for if they did,

they would not be sure of their next meal. They
much prefer hanging around their old haunts than
traveling. They are at least sure of a “hand-out”’
at meal time.
“Tramps” are merely “bums possessed with a
wanderlust.” They steal rides on trains, and travel
around the country, but never stay long in one

ling is all chopped, and the grass is cut.

They

either steal or beg what rags they do wear, and they
both prey upon society.
When we speak of “hobos,” however, we are men-

tioning a different class of men.
There is always a good deal of unemployment in

every city.

Some of these unemployed men lie

-around in the parks and accept charity; others seek
employment elsewhere. However, they are not always able to find a job in the same town. Nor do
they always have enough money to purchase a
ticket to another city. But they are willing to
work and have enough nerve to leave town and
hunt work. In order to get to another city, they
steal rides on trains.
The “hobos” usually buy all of their meals, but
in case they do run out of money, they are always
willing to work for something to eat.
~ One can always pick out the “hobos” from the
“tramps” when they are riding on the trains. AIthough the “hobos” look just as dirty, and probably
have just as many cinders in their ears as the
“tramps,” they usually hold themselves slightly
aloof, and do not mix with the shirkers.

place. Really, the only difference between “tramps”

Although the “hobo” of this new definition cer-

and “bums” is that the “tramps” travel. They both
“panhandle” their meals and beg on the streets for
nickels and dimes, “just to get a cup of coffee.”
And before trying to get a “hand-out,” they always
look in the back yards to make sure that the kind-

tainly has our sympathy and good will, it will be a

long time before the word “hobo” is freed from an
unsavory implication.
against it.

Election ‘Day
By Howard L. Hartman
When the sun starts setting early and the leaves
begin to fall,
And an atmosphere of mystery permeates the old
town hall;

When the politician shakes your hand and greets
you with a smile,
And papers spread throughout the land the names
of those worth while;
Then you know the time has come; Election Day
will soon be -here,
And when your voting has been done the friendly

hand—will disappear.

Webster and long usage are
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Talking It Over with the Immortals
By J. Frederick Dove

In Stratford-on-Avon, all-hallowed with fame,

There dwelleth an immortal—Shakespeare by name.
The breadth of his wisdom and the length of his
dole,

Reaches to zenith—from zenith to pole.
A remarkable fellow, of that there’s no doubt—
So begging your pardon, on Shakespeare I'll spout.
Feeling in mood for communicable kind,
My footsteps to Stratford did knowingly find
Their tortuous way to the “Kill and Drag Inn”
Where I hoped to find William reposing within.
As certain as summer follows on spring,
And autumn to winter the laurel doth fling,
Well knew I would find him within or without
The village inn’s confines, without shade of doubt.
So I entered the portals of the Dispenser of Ale,
And essayed to discern thru the atmosphere’s pale—
Pleonastic with smoke that lay like a pall,
In a Bull Durham cloud from wall to wall—
Which was which, and what was what,
Where was William and where was not
Old Sir Thomas Lucy, whom I abhor
For reasons well known to the justice at bar

Aye! "Tis true I’m a poacher, and with Bill I did
kill
The deer and the coney on Lucy’s black hill
Dragging the carcass to the Butchers-Guild door
And disposing ofttimes for a shilling or more;

Until Sir Thomas Lucy, a ducky old crab,
Reversed the process and our carcasses did nab;
Dragging us, resisting, to the magistrate’s door,
And booting us, not lightly, across the judiciary
floor
To where lounged His Honor in complacency replete
With a shining bald crest and lavish large feet,
Who reviled us with language unfit to be print,
Dismissing us, finally, with this delicate hint—

That if we did poach on Lucy’s black land,
‘Ere the cock crowed the hour ten years from this
stand,
With our heads we would forfeit, with our lives we

would pay—
So William and I carried the day.
Hold! Lest didactic I become, and Ben Jonson
the act
And receive for my pains a skull-breaking whack
From a foeman of erudition: I'll crawl in my shell—

And bid you all a bonny farewell.
If you like this verbiage, poetically bent
A message from you, to Stratford be sent,
Where Shakespeare himself will acknowledge the
same,
And take all the credit and give me the blame.
But after all, my friends, it is all in the game,
So Why Worry?

(More next month)
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The Man Who Played the Game
By Edgar B. Meyer
66

ILL” was out of the infirmary. He had
been out now for almost three weeks. His
cold had confined him to bed for better
than two weeks and had left him in a considerably
weakened state. He was making a fine fight to get
back to his natural state of health and he fully expected to be able to play in the game with Trenton College on the coming Saturday. He had not
been out for practice since his illness but he was
going out today. And so, Bill, with a rather light
heart, set about to put his room in order and was
just preparing to don his football togs when George
and Gene burst into his room with the exclamation,
“The Dean wants to see you right away”. Being
naturally inquisitive, he asked them if they knew
what the Dean wanted with him. But they did not
know, so Bill set out for the Dean’s office.
William “Bill” Burns was the star football player
of Bay College and George Hackworth and Eugene
Furnace were the two most popular fellows on the
campus, who, with Bill, formed an inseparable trio.
They had put in many a hard day together; they
B

had always lived up to their motto:

“One for all,

all for one”. ‘They would have gladly accompanied
Bill on his trip to the Dean’s office, but the Dean
had stated that he wanted to see Bill, and that left
them out.
As Bill strolled across the campus he noticed that
nature had worked many marvelous effects. The
stately trees in the park were decked out in the
most brilliant hues. The ground was covered with
a blanket of golden brown and the bay upon whose
shores Bay College was situated was aflame with a
brilliant red from the rays of the sun which was
about an hour above the horizon. The quiet blue
water reflected the rays of the sun in a mingled
sheen of red and blue on the surrounding buildings
of the college. Dame Nature seemed as though she
had outdone herself to reach this her height of
splendor magnificently garbed in the robe of Autumn. Bill was imbued with the spirit as he strolled
across the leaf-covered ground, hands thrust deep
in his pockets, shoulders thrown well back and head
erect. It was a happy Bill who entered the Admin-

more ceremony. The Dean was not wont to beat
around the bush and he very bluntly arrived at the
point.
“Bill, when you were ill, you were not able to
prepare for any of the monthly examinations nor
_ were you able to take them. I know that what I
have to tell you will not be pleasing, and I for one,
rather wish that it could be otherwise, but the rules
of the institution do not allow it. I am very sorry
to say that you will not be allowed to report for
football practice again, which of course means that
you are ineligible to play in any of the games until
you have passed a special examination in all of your
subjects.”
Bill sat there open-mouthed, too surprised to say

anything and could only gulp, “Yes, Sir”.
“As you probably know”, continued the Dean,
“it is a cardinal rule of the College that no student
who has failed to pass the regular monthly examinations in his subjects is permitted to go out for
sports until his grades are again brought up to
standard by passing the examinations.”
“Yes, Sir, I understand”, said Bill.

“That will be all now, and I sincerely hope that
you can make up your subjects in a hurry’’, was the
closing remark of the Dean.‘
Unfeeling hands closed the door of the Dean’s
office. Leaden feet deepened the ridge in the sill of
the door of the Administration building. It was a
different Bill who now made the return trip across
the campus. The sun was still playing on the waters of the bay and all nature was still as beautiful
as before, but Bill was in an unseeing frame of
mind on this occasion.

He started for his room,

hands still thrust deeply into his pockets, shoulders
drooped, head bowed on his chest.
A_ million
thoughts raced through his mind on that seemingly
long journey back to the dormitory.
Bill was by no means a mediocre student. He
had always stood well at the head of his class. He
was always a leader in all the affairs of the class and
he was respected by all the members of his class as
a square shooter. What a blow it was to him to be
declared ineligible for football when it was not di-

istration building and a happy Bill who knocked on

rectly his fault that he could not pass his examina-

the door of the dean’s office.
A gruff “Come in”, was the only response to his
knock. Bill entered and said, “I was told that you

tions.

pals, George and Gene.

wanted to see me, Sir,” as if inviting the Dean to

he must accept it.

state his cause of action immediately and without

the least, but he must buck up and not let the other

What a blow it would be to the team when

they heard.

What a blow it would prove to his
Still it was the rule and

It was very disheartening to say
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fellows know just how badly he felt about it. He
must at least show them a cheerful front even
though the matter just discussed failed to induce

such a feeling.

He would show them, too.

George and Gene were waiting for him when he
got back to the room.
“What’s’ the news, Bill, old boy?” in one breath
from both of them.
“No more football until I can pass all of my last
month’s examinations”, was the laconic reply.
“Why should you be out of the game when it was
not your fault that you could not pass your examinations?” asked George.
“And didn’t they know that you were good for
your examinations when you would be called on?”
expostulated Gene.
And then the good-all-around sport Bill gave
them an answer that certainly surprised them. “The
rules are here and must be obeyed, and they will be
obeyed, for I am going to get started on my studies
tonight and I will be out for practice again very

shortly.”
It was news that spread like wildfire. By supper time every boy on the campus knew about Bill’s
plight. The pro and con of the subject was gone
over hundreds of times before bedtime and had the
prefects but listened they would have found ample
material for a Varsity debating team.
However, arguing the matter over between themselves would not and could not remedy matters, and
no one knew it any better than did Bill. George
and Gene both offered to assist Bill and wanted him
to take their notes and copy them. This Bill refused to do saying, “Fellows, if I can’t come back
by myself and make good, what is the use of going
to school? If I do that I would not be hurting the
school; I would be the one who would suffer. I am
here for the education that I can get, not primarily
for the sporting end of my career in college. The
fact that I take great pleasure in sport will not help
me later on in life except that it will keep me physically fit to cope with difficulties. So now I want to
get these studies where | can master them myself.
I am willing to have you fellows explain what was
said in course, or anything else that might be of assistance to me, but I do want to make my own notes
and summaries.” Bill was firm and they knew that
he meant it. There was no doubt that Bill could
pass every examination, but they wanted to hurry
the process and took every means possible to do so.
Bill started off very well and passed one of his
examinations and things apparently looked as

;
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of mice and men gang aft a-gley”, and Bill suffered
the consequences for trying to get all his knowledge
in a rush. He suffered a relapse and was confined
to his bed in an extremely neryous condition.
The game with Trenton came and passed. Bay
College was subjected to its first defeat. The score
told the terrible conflict that it must have been

13-1.

The morale of the team was gone.

They

needed Bill with them to bark out the signals in the
sharp staccato that put so much life and pep into
them. ‘There was only one answer to the bitter
defeat and that answer was, “Bill was out’.

Bill slowly came back to health. Examinations
were all passed successfully. Two more games had
been played and lost. True, the scores by which
Bay College was defeated were not great and the
playing of the team was creditable, but they lacked
that final punch that was needed so badly to carry
the ball safely down the field past their opponent’s
goal. Bill sat on the bench during the last game
that had been played and pleaded with the coach to
let him go in and play, but it was a wise coach who
kept him out in his weakened condition.
It was on the Saturday before Thanksgiving that
they had tasted defeat from the hands of Sterling U
and on Thanksgiving they were to play a team that
had, according to all dope, outplayed them in every
department of the game. During the last few days
before the game with Capitol excitement reigned
supreme on the campus. Bill got out for practice on
the Monday before Thanksgiving and although he
was not in the scrimmage for a very long time, there
was a marked improvement in the playing of the
team. Spirit was at a fever pitch and continued in
that vein until the game started on Thanksgiving.

Then it was that it increased in volume to a very
frenzy of cheers, yells and calls.
The game was nip and tuck for the first half, with
Capitol playing a slightly superior game, in fact,
sufficiently better to be leading with a score of 6
to O at the end of the half. Bay College was playing true to form. Rivalry was keen between the
colleges, and Bay College had been defeated by
Capitol the year before. The whistle blew for the
start of the second half with Bay College kicking.
Capitol lost the ball on downs after a brilliant run

down the field deep into Bay College territory.
Then it was that Bay College came into its real
stride. A long pass, Burns to Collins, carried the
ball into Capitol territory. A series of short passes
and a few brilliant end runs brought the fighting

though he would be out for practice at least a day

teams under the shadow of Capitol’s goal posts.

before the game with Trenton College. Perhaps it
was fate but the old line in one of Burns’ poems

The score board registered: “Three yards to the
goal line and last down.”
Bill called the signals,

rang true, for even in this case “The best laid plans

and Jarvis, the plunging fullback carried it across.
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Collins failed to make the extra point.

The stands

were in a tumultous uproar.

The last quarter started. The score was 6 to 6.
The ball was in Bay. College’s possession on Capitol’s thirty-yard line and about ten yeards from the
side of the field. Bay College called time out. The
brief rest was over.
Bill barked the signals and
dropped back a little. The center passed the ball.
A groan was heard from the stands. Had Bill fum-

bled?

It looked as though he had.

The groan

changed to a howl of frenzied delight. Bill had
made one of the most beautiful drop kicks ever seen
in the history of the school and from a very difficult angle.

Bay College kicked.

Capitol was making its last

stand. The timekeeper’s hand was in the air. The
gun spoke. The game was’over. Bay College had
won 9 to 6.
Bill had saved the day.
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The ‘Poor Souls
By John Will
Tortures keener than the pain
A lover has when love is slain;
Fiercer than a mother knows
When to the scaffold loved one goes;
More sharp than all the wild despair
A lost man knows in dessert air,

Who sees with feverish, hopeful eyes

Just mocking sand and burning skies.

1
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“Dog Gone”
By Harold Hartman

ce I love Pat, my dog, and that there are
many and various kinds of dogs in our city,
I need not assure you. Wherefore hangs a
tale. Now Pat is not an Irish Setter, as might be
imagined from the name, but he is a German Police
dog who bears that name only because he needs
must have one. As dogs will, he succeeded in get-

the night and silence only mocked me, conjuring in
my mind fancies born of fear. After a while I did
hear a bark, but I could not tell from what direction. On its repetition, I made for the sound. Once
again it came, but this time from the opposite direction to which I was going. After altering my course

ting lost. Informed of the fact, it became my duty,

small Fox ‘Terrier, practicing, perhaps, in order to

because he is my dog and because of the aforementioned love, to find him and bring him home.
I started out not deeply worried, for I thought I
had but to follow the prints in the snow that was on
the ground, and they would lead me to Pat.. My
theory worked admirably, for a block. Then I came
to a crossing where, it seemed, all dogs must first
report on gaining their freedom, for tracks of all
sizes and descriptions came and went from there.
I ascertained those I thought to be Pat’s and followed them around houses and down alleys, until
after twice coming to such a maze as before described, I abandoned my theory.
My next, great idea was to listen for dog barks;
but Pat foresaw, perhaps, that I might listen for his
lusty voice, for not one word of dog-lingo from him,
or any other dog for that matter, did I hear. It had
by this time grown dark. I listened attentively, but

gain volume, for there was a full moon that night.
I do not mention the occasional simultaneous outbursts of all dogs in the corporate limits of Dayton. *
Why should I? I could not in proper language express my feelings.
I resolved on one last measure before I gave up
and allowed him to find his own way home. I visited a haunt of Police dogs of which I was informed
by a kindly sympathizer who had heard me call,

no less than a dozen times, I came to its source, a

“Pat”. There I found him sitting down in company
with five or six others of his breed. Ruthlessly, I
interrupted his initiation into their club, for he was
loath to leave their company. He came home with
me, but since then I can see the wander-lust in his
eye. He would like very much, I’m sure, to see
more of the world and make more new acquaintances.

age.

However, he’ll have to wait until he is of
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A Hobby

,

By R. Reussenzehn
N making man, God at the same time created
my most fascinating hobby—watching people.
Ever since the days of curls and ribbons, they
have proved a never failing source of interest to
me. Then, too, since it is part of my business as
a member of the social order, to know how to live
with people, why not study them.
Everywhere one goes—people. On the street, in
the street cars, in the stores, everywhere you are—

people.

There is no getting away from the fact

that there are a lot of them on this small planet
of ours.
So many questions bother me about these people
I see and meet. What do they all do? What are
they thinking about? What do they believe? Are

they happy? Or are they unhappy? If so, why?
Happiness depends largely on one’s state of mind.
People, who claim they are happy, still have happiness to find. It is an intangible something which is
never so far removed as when it seems to be within
one’s grasp. Happiness and contentment are, I believe, synonymous. On the other hand unhappiness
and discontent are alike in their results. Discontent
is like a worm gnawing into the order of life. It is
contagious. One discontented person can affect a
whole community.
People, in general, make the silent watcher very
impatient at times, because of the foolish things
they do. Still I like to watch them and no doubt
I always shall.

Street Car
By John Will
Drop your fare and take your seat,
Now watch the house-light’s swift retreat—

Sweeping by a factory—
Bustling bee-hive, industry;
Gloomy hovels, small and dirty;
Music flashes a hurdy gurdy;
Across the railroad where the lights,
Mysterious, red, lure on to sights

Far off and far away—
(Perhaps some other day—?)
And now the bridge’s graceful sweep
The tramcar takes with sudden leap;
Billboards flash and confused blur—

Lux—Heinz—lIodent—Ben Hur—;
Just darkness now, and as you stare
Into the unresponsive There,
Your mind leaps into thought:
Darkness conquers Light. Ought
‘

This to be the case?

If God would show His face,
Wouldn’t Light supplant the Dark
Forever? But now we’re in the park.
There are trees and flowers and lovers

Dimly seen through Night’s dark covers;
Then the old, familiar signs that tell
You're home. The ride ends; press the bell.

*
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A Man’s Worth

A man’s worth is best estimated
according to his conduct. In a
community such as the one in which we live, we
have an extremely powerful teacher in more than

ety:

In some young men there is a certain something
that we do not relish and which no amount of toleration will help us to overlook. The most of us look
on, when we should lend our every effort in an endeavor toward correction. We feel and know that
there is something wrong, and that something ought
to be done to remedy the unsavory state, still we
hesitate for fear that if we say something we may
involve a tangle which may cause embarrassment
to ourselves. Our pride might be hurt and as a result we are content to let the evil continue without
a murmur. This odd state which has strangely existed for some time in the past is about to be taken
care of through the instrumentality of one of the
faculty.

It is the university that has the task of training
men toward a particular end which will benefit
society.
While the courses which we daily attend are beneficial to our mental development, they alone cannot
build up character and moral stability. We are in
a position to judge character for ourselves. We are
left alone to choose our companions. If we are
weak and easily directed then fate alone has a hand
in the picking of friends. “Birds of a feather flock
together.” About this time of the scholastic year

fessor, has organized a club which we all hope will
meet with success. The object, solely and wholly,
is to remedy an insidious evil, before its roots strike
deep. The Big Brothers Club as it is called, has
had but one meeting so far and already its influence is being felt through some good work already
accomplished.
It will take some time to remedy all the little disturbances; but it will be only a matter of perseverance. The Big Brothers are going to grow and

the freshman have found a number of friends, the

grow, and they are going to direct their every effort

academic

and

scientific

knowledge,

that

is,

the

teacher of character, who is with us at all times.

Whether we are in class or out of class it exerts a
certain pressure upon our being and is even more
noticeable in the eyes of others than the grades we
receive in studies. Everywhere there are certain
men that stand out head and shoulders over the rest
of their comrades. These men are either good or
bad. Some are at the heads of bands of crooks,
while others are leaders in the advancement of soci-

upper classmen still cling to the fellows, with whom
they have chummed in the past. Cliques are organized and certain influences are noticeable. For the
greater part, the good influence predominates. But
there is nothing so good that it cannot be better. If

we are to bring honor and glory to our Alma Mater
we must strive to lead a perfect christian life. While

all characters are different according to individual
dispositions, still all characters can be good.

Father Friedel, chaplain of Alumni Hall and pro-

toward the moral development of the little brothers
by a peculiar and yet familiar medium. We all
know it when it is around. Who cannot recognize
“Good Character”? ’ Its influence is contagious.
The Big Brothers need no assistance or co-operation; just lend your will and remember a man’s
worth is best estimated according to his conduct.
}

Gu Aa.
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Character must not be confused
with reputation.
Reputation,
Webster tells us, is that which is derived from public opinion, while character embraces the peculiar
qualities impressed by nature or by habit on a person. Yet we often hear people speak of a man havying a good character and a bad reputation.
A man’s character is the reality of himself. His
reputation is merely the opinion the public at large
have formed of him. Character is in him. Reputation is from others. Character is the substance.
Reputation is the shadow.
One’s character is indispensable. While it may

Character

not be our duty to be rich, wise, learned or famous,

it is our duty to cultivate a spotless character. One
who denies this truth, and who will willfully drift
through life indifferent as\to the worth of his character will ultimately end up as a failure. Some
writer has said, “The man who stopped on third
base to congratulate himself never reached home”.
So it is with our character.

Unless it makes friends,

attention has been called to the fact that the Exponent was lacking the “punch” essential to every
good college magazine.
At the outset of this year the “dear ed.” is going
to do all in his power to see that they get it.
Here is the plan, which, he hopes, will bring results.
Answer the following, and drop it in the editor’s
box at the Exponent room door. Do not delay.

1. Should there be any articles in the magazine
of more than one full page? Yes, if necessary.
2. Are you interested in a personal column, and
are you willing to: contribute to the same? Yes.
3. Do you think that entire numbers should be
devoted to the study of some great dramatist, musi-

cal composer, etc? No.
4. Do you want a full account of each and every
news event occurring on the campus, or do you prefer a mere mention without the details? Mere mention.
5. Do you think that every class on the campus

draws patronage and support, and opens a sure way
to honor and success our life is worthless.
Character is the product of fine qualities. The
moment a man looks in your face he forms an opinion as to your character. Your eyes tell him whether
you spend your nights in sleep or dissipation. Your
habits will show in your countenance, where all
who look will read. If you are lacking in love and
sympathy your face will be hard and repellent. In
fact your entire appearance and your whole manner will indicate, to some extent, your character.
And your character thus indicated will count for or

should be represented on the staff? No.

against you.
A man’s countenance is the outward manifestation of his thoughts. If the man whose mind
is filled with unclean, unwholesome dishonest
thoughts will change his thinking and cling to
thoughts that are clean and fine, wholesome and
honest, thoughts of love and kindness and generosity, the change in thought will surely be reflected in
Ltt. B.
his countenance.

article? Colorful comment.

Exponent
Questionnaire

The questionnaire which was put
out by the Exponent received quite

a bit of attention from the student
body, but the response was far from satisfactory.

The results, however, do in some way indicate that
at least a part of the student body is interested in

the Exponent magazine.
We are publishing a copy of the Questionnaire
which was distributed, to show how the different

questions were answered by the students. We give
here a summary of the replies.

6. Would you prefer to have numerous short
stories? Yes.
7. Do you read the poetry which appears in the
Exponent? Yes.
8. Would you prefer to read an article of a humorous nature, rather than the column of antiquated
jokes which usually appears in the Wit and Humor
department of most college journals? Article of
humorous nature.
9.

In the department of “Athletics”, would you

prefer a colorful comment of the games to a news
10. If you are not a member of the staff, are you,
nevertheless, willing to contribute either an essay,
a poem, or a short story occasionally? Yes.
We welcome suggestions and invite constructive
criticism. Do your bit.
Students who have not replied to this questionnaire, and who wish to do so, may make a copy of
the one printed here and answer it, or they may call
at the Exponent room for a copy of the questionnaire. It is desirable that every student fill out one
of these questionnaires for it will better enable the
staff to decide on the reading interests of the student body. Many valuable suggestions came in and
prompt action was taken on them at the last meet-

ing of the Exponent staff.

All matters that come

to our attention will be given due consideration.
We would like to have all those who filled out the
questionnaire and have expressed a desire to write,
call at the Exponent room and receive an assignment so that a judgment may be passed on their

Exponent Questionnaire
Time and again during the past years the editor’s
.

ability.
EK. B. M.
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The Reviewing Stand
By Keljo
OUTH flaunts its banner aggressively during this literary season. Its achievements
are varied and numerous but a short survey denotes a frequent noticeable and pleasant vitality, a careless abundance of confidence, and a
usual half-conscious intolerance.
»

There are the gay twins of Richard Halliburton’s
travels, “The Royal Road to Romance” and “The

Glorious Adventure”.

High-spirited youth at its

most charming and active heights, supplies the
theme. A delightful vagabond leaves the Princeton campus with a degree and_the proceeds of a furniture sale to explore aimlessly wherever his inclination, his pocketbook, or his undaunted good luck
lead him. ‘The stories are light, amusing and personal. There is no attempt to dispose of any
weighty foreign problem, no suggestion for reform,
no philosophical soliloquies, only the audacious
friendliness for the whole world which he feels, and

which he attempts to convey to his readers.
The personality of the man and his books are inevitably combined. Halliburton is a slender blonde
chap with an engaging air and an appearance of
polite but rigid determination. He speaks very
quickly with clear and precise inflections and emphasises his speech with jerky, straight-fingered
gestures. There is a high tension about his stage
presence hat gives him an added poise and helps
to hold the animated attention of his audience.
A little older than Halliburton, his viewpoint a
bit deeper, his personality more mature, less discernably vivid is William R. Seabrook, whose “Ad-

ventures in Arabia”, while it has less universal appeal, is as colorful, as splendid and as interesting
as the best of the other. There is nothing here that
smacks of embroidered fancy; it is obviously sincere. Seabrook plunges through sheer love of it
into the intimate lives of the Arabians and becomes
the -guest of Bedouin sheiks, whirling Dervish
saints, the chiefs of the Druses, and the devil-wor-

hesitancy about expressing himself that is immediately appealing.
Among today’s books also is Rosamund Lehman’s
“Dusty Answer”, a first novel, and one that does
show promise. It is clever, it is well written, it
has an ultra-modern sparkle, but there is a definite
cynicism that is carefully cultivated and an undercurrent of casual immorality that rather thrusts itself into notice with a regularity that grows mo-

notonous.

‘The book is decidedly uneven and the

first part is superior to the last in smoothness as

well as in keenness of thought.
Miss Lehman is English, and has chosen as the
background for her plot the English countryside
and the campus of Cambridge. ‘The story is concerned with two distinct groups of characters; one,
a girl who has been reared in this quiet country atmosphere, and the other a group of cousins who
visit next door from time to time. The plot has infinite psychological possibilities and these are to
some extent worked out, but in the end it devolves

into the trite plan of the eternal circle, with a continual searching and a continual disconcerting disappointment.
Faintly similar in style but incomparably more
beautifully done is Elinor Chiltons “Shadows Waiting”. There is but a fragile web of a plot, and an
allegory is interwoven successfully through the
greater part of it. The story is abstract and rather
a depiction of mental processes than a physical activity. It is feminine in grace of construction and
decidedly strong in its well-defined plan. The author has a rare and an almost unfailing ability to
drop words into spaces that were chiseled exactly
for them; her manner of tying the knots that join
the thread of the construction is expert and worthy
of a more experienced craftsman.
And turning to verse:
“Cooper Sun” is the last collection from the pen
of that ranking young colored poet, Countee Cul-

shipping Yezidees. He lives with them, adopts their

len.

customs, learns their language, and gets beneath

and on many occasions, pure poetic expression. He

the surface of life in the Arabian desert as few have

does, it is true, descend from great poetry to merely

done before.
They are a study in contrasts, these two Americans, in their appearance as in their mannerisms:
Dick Halliburton, cocky, arrogant,, and William
Seabrook, dark, slow, gentle and genuinely charm-

rhymed verse, but also in rapid and not too frequent flashes, he ascends again. There is never the

ing, with a deprecating manner and a thoughtful

There is a warmth and rhythm in his work

smug complacency of environment that one finds
elsewhere, but a dignified and at the same time a
passionate question as to hereditary inequality.

If one does not enjoy poetry the decorations by
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Charles Cullen are superb.

They are so primitive

and at the same time so modern, with a harsh and
clear-cut beauty that is amazing.
A proof of the flourishing state of young literature is the yearbook of the Literary Guild of America, “The American Caravan” edited conjointly by
Van Wyck Brooks, Alfred Kreymborg, Louis Munford and Paul Rosenfeld.
The whole affair is an enormous undertaking, an
attempt to reach and receive a contribution from
every living American writer, from which mass of
work representative interpretations are taken and

published in this symposium. It includes playlets,
verse, various forms of prose, including short stories, playlets, essays, biographies and autobiographies.
The book has a wide attraction and its twentieth
century atmosphere is amusingly expressed in the
eccentric, futuristic inner lining of the cover. The
list of contributors includes names of known and
unknown authors, but—and this is to be added
parenthetically—those with at least some degree of
fame seem to outweigh the lesser lights.

Exchange Review
By John Will
A CURIOUS CONDITION
This month we have the curious condition of an
exchange editor sitting down to his editorial desk
to find there nothing in the matter of exchanges to
be reviewed. It is a condition that we have already
hastened to remedy. It seems that in previous
years there has been a more or less desultory exchanging by various colleges. There is an occasional flare, upon which a sudden burst of college
literature descends on the official sanctum. It 1s
not that there are no colleges on the exchange. A
peep at the exchange magazines of old, lining the
shelves of the Exponent Room, will dispel that idea.
It is merely that the exchange colleges have been
allowed to take the matter of sending us their
monthlies and quarterlies too haphazardly. They
need stirring up, and the stirring up process has already been applied. We have now only to sit back
and wait for success or failure, with thumbs crossed
for luck.
Please do not harbor the idea that the Exponent
has been totally neglected by its sister-magazines.

Far from that. There is always some sort of literature coming into the Exponent Room mail. But,
upon weeding it out, we find that it is usually matter unfit for review in a college monthly”’s exchange

department, since it belongs to a different type of
publication. When this is the case, there is nothing left to do but pass the material over to the U. D.
News, if it is of the newspaper type, or to some
other organization or person on the campus known
to be interested in that class of printed matter. For
the Exponent to handle it, would be a stepping-out
of character.
A RESTATEMENT

We painted with a rather liberal brush when we
stated that there was nothing whatsoever to re-

view. What we meant was that there was discouragingly little. We have received two publications
that are real college monthlies, and as such, enter
into our work as exchange editor. One of them is
an old standby, the Duquesne Monthly, “A Literary Magazine” (to quote their own advertisement)
published by our old football rival, Duquesne University of Pittsburgh, Pa. The other is the Green
and White, a very interesting magazine which
comes from far-off Manila, where they have been
shouting the battle cry of freedom, or statedom, for
some time.
OUR OLD RIVAL—DUQUESNE
This old friend, the Duquesne Monthly, has a
simple unimposing cover, and we find that the material within is also simple, and has besides all the
mellowness and insight that an old friend should
have. The amount of advertising in this October
Number shows the nearness of the big city. There
is one long contribution to the Duquesne that is intended to be a continued article, somewhat on the
order of the American College series run last year
in the Exponent. It is entitled “Barometers of
3usiness” and is a keen-eyed observation based on
the solid fundamentals of economics. It should
prove interesting to business students.
An illustration of how an insignificant happening
can be built into an interesting story, by means of
good descriptions of scene and character, is “Peter’s
Wedding Ring”. It is a fine little short story, told
in simple, and crystal-clear language. The Expo-

nent could use some stories like this.

“To a Bat”

is a very good imitation of Robert Burns’ “To a
Mouse”. ‘The humorous department is the article
that attracted our fancy.

It is called “See Breezes”

and compared to other humor departments we have
seen is the same as a long dusty road compared to
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the infinite pleasures ofa little winding road shaded

by big trees. This article takes you through all the
intricacies and originalities of real humor. In Gridiron Gossip and Alumni Notes there is nothing new.
The Duquesne, in all, is a good example of what the
average college magazine should be.
FILIPINO SPEAKS
Let us pay a compliment at once to the elegant
green and gold cover of the Green and White. ‘This
magazine has a philosophy similar to Roosevelt’s
doctrine of the strenuous life, being dedicated to the
cause of strenuous Catholicity. So its leading article, “With Strenuous Purpose”, tells us.

Spanish

names abound on its editorial staff: Estrada, Vallejo, Gonzales, De Vera are a few examples. It is
but three years old and has already attained an
average of 81 pages per issue. It relies heavily
upon the criticisms it receives in exchanges, and
claims this.as the reason for its steady progress.
This idea falls right in line with our statement of
last month when we said that it was to the advantage of every college magazine to establish an active, alert exchange department, and magazines that
do not carry such a department, should be given
the benefit of helpful criticisms by those that do.

Let us state that we admire the Green and White

for its clean-cut policy and for its equally clean-cut
style of writing. We deplore the utter absence of
poetry and search frantically for something else besides mere plot in the fiction printed. The short
stories are clear and entertaining but need the sentences be so choppy? Put in a longer, rythmic one
once in a while to relieve the monotony. There is
a Spanish Department which, since we are a student of the language, it shall be our pleasure to
translate in future leisure time.
We admire especially the Exchange Editor and

2s

pay him our compliments. He has a broad literary
knowledge and a keen insight, and seems to us very
fair in his judgments. He has an exchange policy
similar to ours. The magazine becomes rather weak
toward the end, finishing off in various rambling
notes and jokes.

IRRELEVANT MATERIAL
So much for the real exchange part of our review.
Now let us look at some of the other material that
came filtering into our box. There are two issues
of the New York University Alumnus, a weekly.

These are small publications of about ten pages

each in magazine form, but rather imposing at that.
One issue has to do wholly with football, no doubt
with the intent to get the alumni all stirred up, and
the other deals with locations of former students,
more football and kindred other subjects. A magazine like this is admirable, if the school can afford
it, for it should certainly keep the alumni in close
touch with their alma mater. However, the publication hardly comes under the jurisdiction of
a
monthly’s exchange editor and we shall not touch
on it in the future.
Here are some of the other unreviewables, that
is, as far as the Exponent is concerned: The Indian
Sentinel, official organ of the Catholic Indian Missions; the magazine of the African Missions of the

White Fathers; The International Student, organ

of the Intercollegiate Prohibition Association; and

the Shield, from the C. S M. C. Castle at Cincin-

nati, All in all, it is a curious variety of literature
and one feels the urge to plunge in and find out just
what each one means, especially that Prohibition
number. However, none of them have any special
benefit on a college exchange since they are devote
d

to interests not wholly parallel to those of the Exponent.

Bits About ’Em
ByGerald A. Herbison and Jack C. Bruck
Mike Burger, who was recently operated on for
the removal of a gland in his neck is convalescing.
We hope he will soon be a regular at class again
and able to conduct his Tuesday night class in Solid
Geometry.

Joe Keller is teaching at the Catholic High
School, but is still a member of the Law College
and a‘Junior in this department. Try and get in
touch with him and you will know he is a busy

man.

Sid Trouard was the occupant of a nice private

room in St. Elizabeth Hospital for almost a week.
An infected tooth was the cause of the trouble.

DeWitt Ashton, Senior Law student, is holding
down a professorship at the Catholic High School.
He tells it to the boys in Latin and in English.
Messrs. Zolg and O’Brien are members of the
faculty of the Prep Department. Both gentlemen

are Seniors in the Law College and still first-class
roommates.

Tom -M. Ryan, our blond friend of the Junior
Arts, is also on the teaching staff of the Prep
sec-

tion. Good luck, Tom.

Need we mention the fact that Sam Hipa can

sure shake a tantalizing seaweed. Sam is going to
start a class in Hula in about a month at the Span-
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ish Studio, and the class will be limited to about a

;

dozen of the fair sex of Dayton.

Francis Gabel is teaching the piano and ably assisting Bro. Thomas Poitras in the music department.

George Freitas gives lessons on the ukelele, and
the Spanish and Hawaiian guitars on Wednesday
nights, and by special appointment, at the Spanish

Studio.

Herb Hart can be seen nearly every afternoon
sending his Prep squad through drills and scrimmages. Herb is acting in the capacity of coach of
the Prep football squad.

Alumni Notes
By Robert McClear and Ralph Shanahan
Commerce
Class of ’27

To Brother Charles Arns, Dean
of the Commerce and Finance

School, goes the honor and distinction of fully organizing the first complete reunion at this University. A tradition has been
started, and it should be encouraged and continued
for traditions such as this will bring the spirit of
the University to a higher plane. When the entire
Commerce and Finance class of ’27 came back for
the Homecoming game with the Marines it brought
to a successful close the first step of Brother Arns’
attempt to foster the return of Alumni by classes
for the annual Homecoming game played at the
University each year. It is this fine spirit displayed
by the newest grads of the University that will
make all the old boys sit up and take notice. We
extend our most hearty congratulations to Brother
Arns in his most successful enterprise and we sincerely extend the glad hand to all the old boys who
came back. The entire class responded with but
two exceptions and these men could not possibly
have been here.
It has recently been brought to
our attention that there is in the
city of Dayton an Engineer’s club
of the University. They
graduates
of
composed
problems of mutual
discuss
to
month
a
once
meet
desires that
Kessler,
Emil
President,
interest. ‘Che
y living
Universit
the
of
graduates
ng
all engineeri
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the
join
and
him
with
touch
in
get
in Dayton
second
every
on
hall
C.
of
K.
the
at
The Club meets

Engineers Club
of Dayton

Friday of the month.
The Moots

“The Moots were there.”

When

anything of importance happens
around the University these days one always hears

what is coming to be a commonplace expression,
or
[he Moots were there”. But in that short expression is contained the true spirit of the old

Alumni.

Four years ago “Mat Flannagan and a

few of his Chicago boy friends got together and organized this unique club, “The Fearless Order of
Moots”, for the purpose of giving more concentrated and better organized aid to the University.

That they have succeeded may be attested by the
fact that there are now over three hundred members working harder each day for the betterment of
their Alma Mater. Were it in our power we would
infuse into each graduate the loyal spirit of this organization and thus in a short time the Alumni of
this school would become the best organized in the
world. You are doing a great work, Moots. Carry
on! ‘They sure had a day and a night out of Homecoming Day and we trust that all will again return
to their Alma Mater on many occasions throughout the year.
Leo Collins, ’24, a grad of the
Chemical Engineering Department of the University, is the coauthor of a book entitled “The Softening of Boiler
Feed Water”. He has also read a paper before a
meeting of engineering specialists in Indianapolis.
Great work, Leo. Congratulations!

Leo Collins, ’24
Author

Another of our Chemical EnginJoseph C.
eers, Joseph C. Murphey, has reD.
Ph.
Murphey,
cently been conferred a Ph. D.
ations.
Many congratul

Paul Burkey, ’25, has made quite
a success of his engineering career in Hamilton, Ohio. Congratulations.

Paul A. Burkey
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University Chronicle
By Robert Bergk
Cincinnati Trip

On the morning of October the
fifteenth, practically the entire
student body made the annual migration to Cincinnati to witness the football game between the University of Dayton Flyers and the University of
Cincinnati Bearcats. The train, loaded with enthusiastic rooters and supporters of the Red and Blue,
left the Union Station at nine o’clock and arrived
in Cincy at eleven. Cheers were given at Fountain
Square and thence to dinner and the game. We
won, though not by as big a score as anticipated.
After the game, followed the dance which, no doubt,
had lured many of the students to the Queen City.
At twelve-thirty, tired but happy, the rooters loaded
themselves on the train and came back to Dayton.

First Public
Appearance of
the Glee Club

The newly formed University of
Dayton Glee Club made its first

appearance under the direction of
Mr. Dan Donovan and scored a
big hit with the assembled crowd between the
halves of the Dayton-Marine game. The Glee Club
sang several numbers all of which were well rendered and which gave promise of more elaborate
programs in the near future. The Song of the Vaga-

bonds made the biggest hit.

The Glee Club also

led the students University Anthem.

College

On the nineteenth Father Renne‘ker, Vice President of the University, called an assembly of the
college students for the purpose of acquainting
them with the credit system now in vogue at the
University. He enlightened them on certain rulings, which, apparently, were not so well known to
the students.
Assembly

Homecoming
Game

called a meeting in the Dayton cave that evening
before attending the dance. The Dance was a big
success from every standpoint and markeda fitting
end to the best Homecoming Dayton has had.

Sodalities

Wednesday, October the twentysixth, marked the beginning of
the Sodalities in the University. All the different
Religion classes assembled under the direction of
their respective teachers. Officers were elected and
th religious activities program for the ensuing year
was formulated.

The Quantico Marine game, Oc-

Engineers and

tober 22, having been selected as

Commerce

Homecoming Day, the Alumni

Classes

began pouring into Dayton and thence to the campus in a steady stream which continued until the
hour called for play. The Alumni came from all
parts of the U. S. A. and with the aid of the Moots
had no difficulty in getting around. The Moots
took charge of affairs to everyone’s satisfaction and

The members of the Junior and
Senior Engineering and Com-

merce classes were in attendance
at a series of lectures held in the
N. C. R. auditorium on subjects which are of interest to the members of both colleges. The students were excused from classes to attend these lectures, which proved very intresting and instructive.
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Music Review
By Theodore H. Hoffman
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS CONCERT
On Wednesday, October 12, 1927, the Knights of

Columbus Choral Society under the direction of

‘Joseph C. Fehring, gave a concert at Memorial Hall.
The program consisted of two parts, the first one
being the portrayal of “The First Walpurgis Night”
written by the great German poet Johann Wolfgang
Von Goethe, and set to music by Felix Mendelssohn.
The story of Walpurgis Night is very interesting and I think it would not be amiss to give a short
“cr
The night between April 30
summary of it here.
and May 1 is called in Germany “Walpurgis Night”,
being dedicated to Walpurga, or Werburga, a British saint, sister of Saint Boniface, the Apostle of
Germany. In popular tradition it is supposed to be
the night on which great festivals of devils and
witches are held on the mountains of the Hartz.
One such, on the Brocken Mountain, forms a part

of Goethe’s Faust.

The title of “First Walpurgis

Night”
—Gothe’s own designation
— probably expresses his intention to show how the popular superstition arose out of the use, as masquerade or
strategem, of, that which afterward remained as a
fixed belief. ‘The poem, as describing the first occurrence of the kind, would rightly be called “The
First Walpurgis Night”. The composition of the
music by Mendelssohn was begun in May, 1830,
and finally completed February 13, 1832.
The chorus responded ably to the capable direction of Mr. Fehring, and imparted to the composition the necessary vigor and tone required to give
the atmosphere created by the story of the piece.
The second part of the program consisted for the
most part of lighter and shorter compositions. “The
Song of the Pedlar” by C. Lee Williams, especially
recommends itself to our attention. It was rendered without the piano, the opening lines being
sung by the men, the tenors and basses, and these
being answered by the women, the sopranos and
altos. The chorus did this very well and the rhythm
and perceptible swell merit comparison with the
work of the larger choruses of the country. “The

Old Family Clock” by G. A.,Grant Schaefer, is another piece that deserves special mention. The imitation of the “’Tick-tock, Tick-tock” of a clock was
extremely realistic and rendered in perfect time.
The program was concluded by the composition

“Praise Ye the Lord”, by J. B. Molitor. This was
on a more heavy style and consisted of the com-

bined voices of men and women singing en masse,
fervently and loudly the praises of the Lord. This
piece was well in keeping with the day, since we
recall that Columbus when he discovered this great
land of ours, gave praise and honor to God, his

Helper and Comforter.
Miss Gertrude Seubert was the accompanist ‘and
performed this task very well and very worthy of
mention.
BENIAMINO GIGLI
Gigli, the Peerless, accreditedas the greatest tenor
of the musical world today, opened the winter season of music with his appearance at the Memorial
Hall, Thursday, October 20, 1927. He was assisted
by Mary Manley, coloratura soprano, and Vito Carnevali at the piano. The opening was indeed, a
grand one. Memorial Hall was filled to its capacity by a sympathetic, appreciative, intellectual audience, which applauded continuously for the
talented Italian tenor. In fact, I believe, that
This may or
ten encores were given in all.
the advance
of
fact
the
to
due
been
have
not
may
it was rumwhich
in
received,
was
that
on
informati
enthusiasbe
only
would
audience
ored that if the
The audiencore.
after
encore
tic, Gigli would sing
the enhence,
so,
ence was enthusiastic, extremely

cores.
The program was opened by Mr. Gigli with the
aria, “O Paradiso” from the opera L’Africaine by
Mayerbeer. his aria enabled the talented singer
to display in the same number the soft, melodious
tones of his voice as also later in the aria his powerful, massive ones. This was followed by “La donne
e mobile” from the opera Rigoletto by Verdi, used
as an encore, which completely won over Gigli’s
Dayton audience. I do not believe I have ever observed a Dayton audience so completely enraptured
by a singer and so noticeably appreciative of one,
except, perhaps, at the McCormack concert of last

year or possibly that of Rosa Ponselle.
The opening number was followed by a group of
Italian numbers sung by Mr. Gigli, pretty, but of
a soft, quiet, soothig type. ‘These were distinguished by his perfect enunciation, which must have
made them easily intelligible to those natives of his
own fair land, who were present.

Miss Manley followed this group of numbers and

sang the “Ah, fors e lui Sempre libera” from La
Traviata by Verdi. Miss Manley’s voice is not one

calculated to find recognition from an audience.
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Although possessing perfect pitch, good enunciation and technique, her voice inherently lacked
quality, depth and richness.
The first part of the program was brought to a
close by the aria “M’appari”, from the popular opera

Martha by Von Flotow.

Briefly, the story of this

comic opera, the scene of which is laid in the England of about a century and a half ago, relates the
escapades of Martha, a ward of the king, and her
servant, both dressed as country girls looking
for adventure away from the tiresome routine

of the Court.

They meet two country gentlemen,

who engage them as servants and fall in love with

them. The aria is sung by one to Martha. “The
Last Rose of Summer”, a popular ballad is also from
this opera. “M’appari” requires great volume, a
powerful voice and good dramatic ability, which
were supplied abundantly by Gigli in his superb
rendition. This was followed by the beautiful encore, “Serenade” by Toselli, a very pleasing, popular, modern piece of unbounding melody and sweetness.
The second part of the program was opened by a
group of French and English songs. One of the

Oo

Z

French numbers was composed by Carnevali, the

accompanist. The English of Mr. Gigli was easily

understandable to the audience, achieved by his remarkable enunciation. In an encore he sanga light
number, “Goodbye Marie”, reputed to be the first
number that he learned in the English language.
Instead of ending with the closing lines of the song,
“My heart belongs to you”, he substituted “everybody” for “you”, to the extreme delight of all present.

The aria “Vesti la Giubba” from Pagliacci by
Leoncavallo closed the program.
‘This aria, in
which the leading character learns of the perfidy of
his wife, affords the singer many opportunities to
exercise his dramatic ability. It is very difficult to

sing, as it consists of several lines of notes entirely

in the high register of the voice. Gigli did it excellently, possibly even rivaling the great Caruso.
As an encore, he sang “O Sole Mio”, by di Capua.
The concert certainly was a success from a financial, social and musical point of view. Gigli, affable,
pleasant, possessor of a great voice, was liked and
admired, justly so, by one of the best audiences ever
assembled in Memorial Hall.

University Sportlight
By Ray Jay Grdina and Paul A. Moorman
Dear Ray: I see where your battery was running down in the last issue of this concoction of
sports and in looking through the various comments
handed in by the questionnaire I note that your
sports version is quite acceptable. Anyway, I got
the battery going again on this Sportlight and hope
to fill up my page or so, for “Ed” who has been
continually crying for this conglomeration.
*
*
Well, here is the month of November and with
the chilly winds, turkey and Thanksgiving, we have

exactly three rip-roarin’ football games, the order of
which is Miami, Haskell and Wittenberg at the

local arena. If we win these three games, our season will have been quite successful.
x

*

Say, Ray, did you ever glance at Harvey Wood-

ruff’s “In the Wake of News” in the Chicago Tri-

bune of a Saturday morning, when he forecasts
the
scores of various football games? ‘The last one he
predicted was when he picked Holy Cross to beat
the Flyers 13 to 7, giving some respect to the Red
and Blue. I just wonder how he picked us against

the Windy City Loyola Ramblers? Finke’s getting

them right so far.

*

*

Speaking of this fellow Hennessey, he end
s
one of the clever and likeable John Hennessey
of
national tennis fame, in regard to poise. Ray, I
believe John Hennessey has the most remarkable
collectiveness of any athlete I have ever seen.

*

*

The Miami and Wittenberg conflicts should espe-

X*

*

*

The Boys brought back the big bacon from the

cially be interesting because of the Ohio Conference
rivalry, but you can bet your last dollar that the

“porkapolis”.

Flyers will not do any dropping of these games

And what a sweet setting they will have for
themselves if they only beat Miami. The Big Reds
as you well know bested Wittenberg and I am just

without a struggle.

Both clubs have remarkably

strong teams and also strong followings.

*

2
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wondering how the odds will stand if Dayton beats
Miami. Happened to see Wittenberg play once this
year and they certainly have a well trained and
rangy club.
K

*

*

Well, Ray, by the next time I start handing in
copy for this column, basketball will be in the offing, and then counting ahead, we will be making
ready for the Spring sports.
ok

K

*

The showing of two’ Freshmen football players
against the Varsity to date has been very noteworthy, particularly their phenomenal punting.

They are no other than Joe Cabrinha, brother of
the famous Auggie, and Turp Grimes, former Dayton high school star.. The Varsity will be interested in good punters for 1928.
ok

*

*

At least one member of the Sportlight cannot see
why Bob “Ducky” Swan should not be far from an
all-Ohio Conference halfback post, but the rating
may keep him down somewhat because Dayton has
but three conference games on its card. What do
you say, Ray?
*

*

*

Can’t see anything but capacity crowds for the
Haskell, Miami and Wittenberg games. We hada
nice gathering for the Marines but a local schoolboy
attraction held down the Quaker game.
*

*

*

THOROUGHBRED
When you're slowly driven backward
And the end is drawing near;
When you think your fate’s against you,
And you're feeling sort of queer;
When the stands are hard a-clamoring

For the goal that means defeat;
When your team seems playing badly,
And your heart’s beneath your feet;
That’s the time to throw off trouble;
And to brace right up and fight;

It’s the man that keeps on cheering
Who’s the coach’s big delight.
J. W.
*

*

*

A check by the Marines and a victory over Wilmington, that’s what our boys accomplished in the

last two conflicts, and with the classy finish they
put.on in the Wilmington game transferred to the
Marine battle, the Flyers would be a victory ahead.
I wonder what does that anyway, Ray?
*
*
*
Yes, the old Flyer “zipper” and “pepper” was
present for spells in the Dayton-Marine game, but
the offense was lacking, or the Leathernecks had a
defense which was remarkable. I’m sure it was one
* or the other.
*

*

K

The charge of Chuck Dehler and Bill Kendall
lately has been noteworthy. Or must we forget the
scrap of Art Bakos and Frank McDermott at

Well, Ray, I don’t know how much more I will

tackles, or the reliability of Wilcox and Sharpenter
at center?
*
*
*

in the last five minutes, so I am off to the drug store

The ends come last in our praise for the general
good work of the line, with Debesis and Hennessey
doing the major part of the work. And, have you
noticed that so few plays this year have made much
ground around the terminals?

have to write to fill up my allotment bu I do know
that this confounded fuse has blown out about twice
for a renewal of our electric prescription, which I

shall charge to the expense of this revolutionizing

magazine.
Punched, P. A. M.
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A. F. Hickey Sheet Metal & Roofing Go, | rs rssonen atagasine
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111 South McDonough Street

who can be depended upon

to take care of
DAYTON, OHIO

building and equipment.

We recommend these

CONTRACTORS
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Joe Spatz
BAKERY

Eat Laurel Crackers and Cakes
There is a LAUREL cracker and cake for
every occasion. They are wholesome, appetising and delicious.

THE DAYTON BISCUIT COMPANY

EAGLE AND MADRIVER
STREETS
}

DAYTON, OHIO
The Taste Tells the Tale
+

Edgemont Crackers are Different
Telephone Garefild 4899

Baked from fresh milled wheat.

TRY THEM
Sold by Better Class Individual Grocers,
25 cents one pound package.
Ask the U. of D. Boys,

THE GREEN & GREEN CO.

They know!

DAYTON, OHIO

GITMAN BROS.

The Joe, 0, Frank Go,

WHOLESALE

BUTTER, EGGS and POULTRY

FRUITS AND PRODUCE

Quality Store—29 S. Jefferson St.
Phone Garfield 1747

27-29-31-33 South St. Clair St.

DAYTON, OHIO

PHONES
East 2819 and 589—Plant, Xenia Pike.
>

Young’s

Tickle Your Palate with

Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing
Work Called for and Delivered
Let us knock the spots out of your clothes
Gar. 1523

1231 South Brown Street

REICHERT’S
WHOLESALE
BAKERY

+
<e

Quality line of

“uDg@ir-tite Eggs

KEPT

RITE

‘Baked Goods

FOR DISCRIMINATING HOUSEWIVES
who desire New-Laid Quality during the season of the year
when fresh eggs are difficult to procure.

MOSS ROSE H. B. HOLE, inc. ELGIN NUT

BUTTER

OLEO

At your favorite grocer
or delicatessen

Dayton Hardware Supply Store

RESERVED FOR

Charles L. Wollenhaupt, Prop.

Awanda Studio

EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE
CUTLERY, TOOLS, SEEDS, LAWN FENCING,
ROOFING AND BUILDING PAPER

of Popular Music

435 East Fifth Street

Phone Garfield 1653

GIFFORD’S

Lawrence F. Wellmeier

PASTEURIZED

PAINTER
and

DECORATOR
Garfield 818-W
329 GUNCKEL AVENUE

CREAMERY BUTTER

FINCH
JERSEY
FARMS

CHARLES F. DICKMAN
Contractor and Builder

Residence 529 Hickory Street
Repairs Attended to Promptly.

Phone Garfield 3227
>

+

SOUTH PARK SHOE REPAIR SHOP
Next to Sigma Theatre
926 SOUTH BROWN
U. D. Boys!

We solicit your shoe re-

Jobbing and All Kinds of Furnace Work a
Specialty. Roofiing, Spouting and

JOS. J. SGHAD
Hardware, Paints, Oil and Glass

Right on Your Way Down Town

Cutlery and Seeds

SPECIAL RATES
$1.0 FOR HALF SOLES
40c FOR RUBBER HEELS

Garfield 2463

Westbrock
Funeral Home
1712 South Wayne Ave.

Milk

Sheet Metal Work

pair work. We also do expert
shoe shining.

A. JACOBSON, Proprietor

Pure Jersey

848-850 S. Brown St.

Tel. Lincoln 2367-M
DAYTON, OHIO
Dayton, Ohio

Buckeye
Barbers Supply Co.
is the place to buy Razors, Strops.
Hair Tonic, Toilet
Waters, Perfumes.
Pocket Knives, Shears, Hair Brushes,

PHONES
Gar1072

East 2075

Combs, Ete.
CLARENCE S. WIGGIM

No. 214 East Third Stree
“Ambulance Service by Appointment”

Opp. Public Library

MUTH BROS.
117 LaBelle St.

We Move Anything

Albert Pretzinger
Like the U. of D. Football Team

Edw. P. Musselman

Our Fried Cakes and Pastries outclass all others

EAT AND ENJOY

ARCHITECTS

Grandma’s Fried Cakes
We serve the University of Dayton

1125-28, 1138-39 Reibold Building
DAYTON, OHIO

Let us serve YOU through your Grocer

A. C. Giambrone

YES—There is a big difference in MEATS

WHOLESALE
FRUITS

INSIST ON THE QUALITY PRODUCTS

THE WM. FOCKE’S SONS CO.

Bell Phone East 2472

BEST BY TEST

112 COMMERCIAL STREET

The Beringer
Printing Company

Kettle Rendered Lard, Beef
Veal and Hotel Cuts, High
Grade Sausages, Mild-Cured
Hams and Bacon.

For Better

WE SOLICIT YOUR PATRONAGE

PRINTING

BOTH PHONES

1004-1006 E. Fifth St.

124 East Third Street
Fourth Floor

BRANCH

East Springfield Street
PackKING HousE

Garfield 501

Garfield 4668

Dayton’s Fireplace Shop

RED WING

H. M. GITZINGER
MANTEL & TILE CO.

ICE CREAM
PREFERRED FOR ITS QUALITY

607 Wayne Ave.
Harry Schmitz

Served Exclusively at the University of Dayton
Cafeteria.

Louis Rausch
EAST 1303

TheSSP Baker

Let our experts prepare something different and unique
for your parties and dinners.

The Red Wing Corporation Co.

Bread and Fancy Cakes
oe

1211 Xenia Avenue

748 S. MAIN ST.

DAYTON. OHIO

“&

Company
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$22." buys you New Suit or Coat
at the Jefferson Clothiers; best buy in town.
Come in and be convinced and save $10.00.

Jefferson Clothiers
DESIGNERS
ILLUSTRATORS
ENGRAVERS

3
24N.Jefferson

Athletic Pants >
Gym Shirts, White Trousers
—for College Men

S. E. Cor. Jefferson and Fourth Sts.

Hollencamp's

SODA
In all Assorted Flavors and the Very Best

At most good stores or direct

The James E. Richards Co.

This Magazine 1s
Our Product

Just phone what you want and we will deliver to you

TRY OUR CEREAL BEVERAGES

“Golden Glow”
Series

= AND =

“Dark Orang
(ie

VERY

REFRESHING

J.C. Ely Printing
Company

The Hollencamp Products Co.
TELEPHONE MAIN 433
205-207-209 SOUTH JEFFERSON ST.

PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY
ARCHITECT

ACCOUNTANT AND AUDITOR

HOWARD GERMANN, ’01
Miami Savings Building

CLAIR G2 BRUNN, 73
Engineer with Wabash Cement
1137 Third National Bank Bldg.
Dayton, Ohio

Dayton, Ohio
ATTORNEYS

JOSEPH B. MURPHY, ’01

Compliments of
JOHN C. SHEA

Murphy, Elif, Leen & Murphy
309 Mutual Home Bldg.
Dayton, Ohio

Harries Building
Dayton, Ohio
SAMUEL S. MARKHAM
Attorney-at-Law
Instructor of
Torts, Evidence, Bailments and Carriers

DAVID A. KERSTING, ’05
516-520 Reibold Building
Dayton, Ohio

HENRY L. BEIGEL
of

Nolan & Beigel
Instructor of
Bills & Notes—Suretyship and Quiz Master
GUY H. WELLS
Attorney-at-Law
Miami Savings Bldg., Dayton, Ohio |
Instructor of
Personal Property and Sales

HARRY N. ROUTZOHN
Probate Judge —
Instructor of

Wills and Administration

HORACE BOESCH, ’14
505 Reibold Building
~ Dayton, Ohio
ENGINEERS

EARL A. SMITH, ’07

HARRY F. FINKE, ’02
Finke Engineering Company

Civil Engineer—Contractor

702 Commercial Building

Dayton, Ohio

Dayton, Ohio
JOURNALIST

OPTOMETRIST
Phone Garfield 6363

Residence 502 Lexington Ave.

HARRY KENNEDY, ’16
Sport Editor

S. M. ZAPOLEON, O. D.
Optometrist

Dayton Journal and Herald

Glasses Adapted to the Eyes by Modern Methods
Difficult Cases Solicited

4 Third St. Arcade

Dayton, Ohio

Dayton, Ohio

DENTISTS

DR. LEON DEGER, ’10
Fidelity Building
Dayton, Ohio

DR. FRANCIS GAYNOR, 715
Brown and Warren Sts.
Dayton, Ohio

The W. H, Anderson Go,

<>

<

LAW-BOOK SELLERS

A Bigger and Better Service

Law Students’ Supplies

Through our recent amalgamation with the Pick Barth Company
we are in an ideal position to serve you with

Outlines for Reviews

Van 6guipmentforthe
PreparationéServingoffood

- Quizzers

Questions and Answers

by reason of this consolidation we will build a new and larger plant de-

524 MAIN STREET
' CINCINNATI,

-

-

voted entirely to the manufacture of Kitchen Equipment of

OHIO

“That Enduring Quality”

The Reynolds & Reynolds Co.

WE ARE PREPARED TO FURNISH YOU WITH
EQUIPMENT, FURNISHINGS AND SUPPLIES

Manufacturers

Our engineering service will be helpful to you when you
are contemplating a new installation or a re-arrangement
of your present kitchen

TABLETS, COMPOSITION AND
STENOGRAPHERS’
NOTE BOOKS

Yke John Van Range
@

PADS and SCHOOL PAPERS
OF ALL KINDS

EQUIPMENT FOR THE PREPARATION AND SERVING OF FOOD
Cincinnati

FIFTH STREET at BROADWAY
ba

Dayton, OHIO

“THE LUCKY DOG KIND” OF
Sporting Goods

Joseph Kroge
Soap Co. ©
DISINFECTANTS

Pleases the Athletes at the University
of Dayton.
No better Goods Made.

Sanitary Specialties—Janitors Supplies

Send for Catalog

The Draper-Maynard Co.

123 E. Second Street
CINCINNATI, OHIO

PLYMOUTH, N. H.

Special attention to Institutions and
Schools

When in need of new Glasses or
repairs are necessary on the
old glasses, visit

The Right Kind of
Friends
HE right kind
of friends are

5 ho

el | friends you like, nor
| those that flatter
rm you.

117 South Ludlow

OPTICIANS

The best

$1

friends are those
that are loyal, de-

CHURCH FURNISHINGS

_pendable and honest. It is the constant aim of this
institution to make all of its employees worthy and desirable friends

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

to its patrons.

Benzinger Brothers

Miami Savings&loan.
THE

429 Main Street

CHIMES”

25 South Main Street - Dayton, Ohio.

dene

Pei not always the

+

CINCINNATI, OHIO

